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motive forces: the development of the President's own ideas, and the
temper of Congress, stirred up by the clamour of the people. Con-
gress, particularly the Senate with its dominant representation of
primary producers, was in a mood for inflation. The farmers demanded
higher prices and debt relief; the silver interests demanded the free
coinage of silver; the ' sound-money' men were suspect as tools of the
financial powers that the nation had grown to distrust and hate; the
state of unemployment cried aloud for massive expenditures of public
money, whether upon relief or upon works, and, as no one was pre-
pared for higher taxation, large-scale government borrowing was the
only possible means of finance. The President, however, was not by
any means so convinced that inflation must be preferred, among the
instruments available to him for the assault upon depression. He
came to the White House with an open mind upon monetary policy,
though with a convinced distrust of bankers, big business and money
power generally. He was steeped in the radical tradition of opposition
to private control of public services. Beyond that, it was hard to
guess from his previous career or his campaign speeches whether his
drift would be towards adjustment or towards inflation as his euro
for the slump.
His first acts as President were unmistakably deflationary. The
Emergency Bank Act, it is true, contained provision for the issue of
notes on exceptionally easy terms; but that was intended merely to
tide over a panic period, and in fact the emergency currency was
never required; whereas the 'sound-money' provision that only
unquestionably strong banks should be allowed to reopen hud a
profound and enduring effect in limiting the credit base. His budget
message, strategically delivered before Congress had got its wind
after the banking crisis, was even more conspicuously deflationary ;l
he cut the veterans' bonuses—previously regarded as almost sacred—
by about one quarter, reduced the salaries of Congressmen and
Federal employees, and by other adjustments of revenue and expendi-
ture set out to balance the ordinary budget. The contemporary repeal
of the Volstead Act and the resultant taxation of beer, pending the
repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment, helped to persuade Congress
to accept these economy measures.
Nor did the President's deflationary measures stop there. His later
attempts to assist agriculture, by the reduction of mortgage debts
and the restriction of supply, sought rather to achieve adjustment
1 The term is used, of course, in a direct sense only. Indirectly, by encourag-
ing private enterprise, a balanced budget might mean an expansion uf nubile,
purchasing power.

